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PENALTY KILLING - SPECIALTY TEAM PLAY - CONCEPTS AND DRILLS 
***********A 	  

PHILOSOPHY:  

Strength and consistency of penalty-  killing unit allows your team to feel 
confident in playing aggressive defense. Must fit in with overall team 
philosophy - commitment to and confidence in systems. Individual and team 
discipline patience and consistency. 

TEAM OBJECTIVES: 

Disruptive and delaying tactics and techniques in their end and through 
neutral zone and "decision zone". 

Wing tactically sound defensive zone positioning to: 

4t 

a) Restrict opponents space and time. 
b) Force shots from low percentage positions. 
c) Shrink the passing lanes. 
d) Give goalie as good a view as possible and control rebounds. 
e) Create turnovers - gain control - attack offensively. 

PLAYER ATTRIBUTES REQUIRED: 

Overall "awareness' - judgement, anticipation and reaction. 
Sound defensive skills - ie. angling, forcing, gap control. 
Strong skating skills - quickness, agility, strength-balance. 
Mentally incense, aggressive, determined and disciplined. 
Good shot-blocking technique and smart in face-off circle. 
"Game" intelligence (glue) - provides "POSITION" - "POISE" - "PATIENCE' 

TACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: 

There is a "pressure" continuum that runs from an "aggressive pressure" system 
at one extreme co-an "active-contain" system at the opposite extreme. 

The range of player exerted pressure available would be from: 

1. All four players active in pressuring both the puck AND the most 
dangerously positioned opponents. 



2. Three players active in pressuring. 

3. Two players active in pressuring. 

4. One player active in pressuring at the "puck" point of attack- 

s. All four players with active movement in stick position and body position 
but no specific pressure on puck, (La. "concentrating" the defense and 
"containing" the offense). 

The point(s) on this continuum that you may wish to stress as a coach would be 

dependent on: 

a) Abilities of your playing personnel. 
b) The game "situation". 
c) The abilities (both personnel and execution) of your opponents. 

d) The overall "philosophy" of the coaching staff. 

STRENGTHS OF: 

• "AGGRESSIVE PRESSURE" SYSTEM 

- Makes it difficult for attack to get organized and moving. 
- May negate highly skilled opposition personnel. 

POTENTIAL WEAKNESS 

- Involves taking calculated risks. 
- Requires skilled personnel with good judgement and reaction. 

STRENGTHS OF: 

"ACTIVE-CONTAIN" SYSTEM 

- Delays and "deflects" the attack. 
- May force lower percentage chances to score. 
- Provides more positional "help" for teammates. 
- Has good rebound - control position vs outside shooting. 
- Must expand or contract to negate what they are trying to do. 

POTENTIAL WEAKNESS 

- Allows coo much space and time for skilled opponents. 
- Not strong against GOOD screens and GOOD point shooters. 

COMMENT: The ideal would be a combination and variation in the use of 
components of the two basic systems. 
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FORECHECKING OPTIONS: 

FIRST MAN: Aggressive - Quick Chase - Pinning (petit lov-siArN 
- "1/2 Shaft Rule" - "Flush Out" 	J 

re". io 
Active ContainContain - "Head-up" position 	 nts4-L,-",c1  ha-- 

- Rotate to new position (switch assignments) 
- Cover a specific opponent. 

SECOND MAN: - "Read and React" in defensive support of first. man. 
- May anticipate and pressure first pass receiver. 
- May range from quick aggressive support to controlled ("high") 

positioning to concrol'an area or lane. 
Must be prepared to "switch" roles with first man. 
Continually moving to "support' or complement the first man. 

THIRD MAN: 	Occasionally a defense= may move up against poor opponent 
puck control angling an isolated puck carrier. 

FORECHECKING COMBINATION PATTERNS: 

a. Pressure Chase II‘i 	d. Swing andem 
clocialse‘r.,b. 	Tandem 	e. Wide Swing-Cross 

	

\Mc /Active" Tandem 	f. Side Pressure Traps 

* In all patterns - checkers must attempt to: 

- Utilize good stick position to cut off passing lanes. 
- Use "controlled" skating and angled positioning to limit 
space. 
Use body feints to confuse puck carriers. 
Use "straight-line" angles and quickness to recovery positions. 

NEUTRAL ZONE COVERAGE: 

* Tactics will vary and be dependent on forechecking tactics. 

FORWARDS: 	Standard backchecking rules will apply - PLUS 
There may be forward "overplay" to middle to force play wide OR 
- strategies versus individual opponents. 
Must be ready to second man (or third man) support on defensemen 
"overplays". 

DEFENSE: 	Cap control and forcing will depend on space they have to cover. 
Ideal if they have enough support to "hold" the blue line. 



DEFENSIVE ZONE COVERAGE: 

If opponents gain zone your system of "zone" (active-contain) or "man" 
(aggressive) coverage comes into effect. 

TacticarThonsideratoiatt\_  

- "Acci 	- Contain" - shncing "Box" 
- Aggressive low press vs initial attack. -t) 
- Hash mark decoy - (defense initiates) 
- Diamond Force - (forward initiates) 
- Point Press 
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NOTE: The goaltender plays a vital role in all situations - communication 
- freezing puck (tempo) 
- walk out lane control 
- pass outs and pass 

th.roughs 

.N .% rc.se-e 
vs 5 or 3 vs 4 IN DEFENSIVE ZO  : 

- Covered by a three man triangular zone. 
- Difficult to cover more, space so less opportunity for pressure. 
- May use regular triangle or inverted triangle. 
- Closest man to puck cakes a "semi-force" position and other two 
support. 

GAINING POSSESSION IN DEFENSIVE ZONE: 

- Use glass to get puck out. 
- COMMUNICATE as to time available. 
- Work hard foi faceoffs - allows momentum delay by line changes faceoffs 
crucial - two good draw men. 
Goaltender may freeze the puck to help control tempo. 

BREAKING OUT OFFENSIVELY WHIM KILLING PENALTIES: 

- If an offensive opportunity arises (through turnover, pass interception, 
rebound, missed host, etc.) cake it! - If not a good offensive opportunity 
(ie. 1 vs 2) cry and maintain control as long as possible. 

- Soft spot pass to hash - pop to middle or long lead. 
- Being generally alert in turnover situations to cry and create an 
offensive opportunity. 
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IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION IN PENALTY KILLING: 

1. In pressure checking some calculated risk taking allows penalty killers some 
creative initiative (ACTION!) as opposed to only reaction. 

2. All players must avoid screens and avoid being "tied up' by an oppOnenc. In 
checking must "bump and go" and must "fight through" screens. * "Hit and 
release" checking principle. 

3. All shorthanded face-off strategies (offense and defense) must be rehearsed. 
Faceoff techniques and strategies are very important. 

4. Developing special skils: 	using stick in either hand. 
"fishing" with stick to threaten puck carrier. 
blocking shots. 
slide blocking on passes. 
flipping puck high up the middle. 
getting puck high up off the glass. 
keeping crease clear for goalies vision. 
puck control ("Keep Away") skills. 
recognize the importance of "Defensive Side" 
positioning and be in good defensive position in 
relation to the puck. Players must be PATIENT 
and controlled until the right moment. 
"backside" or players 'away" from the puck MUST 
communicate to player near the puck (re: screens, 
etc.) and stay active (foot movement). Keep "head 
on swivel" - split vision - "peeking'. 

* Players must BELIEVE in the importance of the techniques and the strategies 
and their ROLE in CONSISTENTLY executive them! 

DRILLS:  - Keep away - puck control. 
- Backward to forward/open - pivot skating (facing play) 
- Open - ice checking drills (1 vs 1) 
- Angle forechecking (1 vs 1) 
- Shoe blocking drills 
- Shoot-out drills - glass 
- Face-offs 
- Screening out and rebounds 
- Back checking techniques (I vs 1) 
- Unit forechecking combinations (2 vs 3) (2 vs 4) 
- Neutral zone tactics (4 vs 4) (4 vs 5) 
- Defensive zone position drills (4 man) (3 man) 
- Defensive zone turnover breakouts. 
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